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Remarks on Hansson’s Model of Value-Dependent Scientific Corpus
1. Introduction

In the philosophy of science, ‘non-epistemic’ (also called ‘non-cognitive’, or ‘contextual’) values designate all those extra-scientific values (such as social, moral, economic or political values) which are not concerned with furthering the truth-seeking goal of science and do not intrinsically belong to scientific activity, in contrast to ‘epistemic’ (or ‘cognitive’, or ‘constitutive’) values, which designate the intra-scientific views) in order to better assess these issues.

This article discusses Sven Ove Hansson’s corpus model for the influence of values (in particular, non-epistemic ones) in science. It is based on Hansson’s concept of a corpus of scientific activity, consisting of the claims of a scientific community. The model is based on the idea that the maximum level of evidence required by the applications of a claim in order for the latter to enter the scientific corpus: the difficulty to identify this maximum requirement; the non-optimality of this requirement with respect to other less demanding requirements; the potentially detrimental consequences of the latter to enter the scientific corpus. I then study some difficulties associated with the model’s central feature of taking the maximum level of evidence required by the applications of a claim as a criterion for inclusion in the corpus. Finally, I call for empirical work (in particular, an investigation of scientists’ and engineers’ own normative views) in order to better assess these issues.
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Note that truth can be considered either as (one of) the defining aim(s) of science, if considered in itself; and/or as a value, if considered in relation to us, who consider it (Hicks 2014, 3272–73). Hempel (1964, 404) goes as far as to consider that epistemic values can also be considered as constitutive aims of science, instead of ‘conceptually independent means for its attainment’.
free ideal (VFI) of science, the normative position according to which there should be no influence of non-epistemic values in the various phases of scientific inquiry\(^2\) (even if there is such in practice), is the dominant view among philosophers and especially scientists. Hempel (1960, 1981) is an early representative of this view (as well as of the corpus model of scientific knowledge), according to which only ‘purely scientific, or epistemic, utilities’ (1960, 465) should influence our decision to accept or not a hypothesis (see sec. 2.1). In the last decades however, the VFI has been the object of sustained critique (e.g. Longino 1990; Douglas 2009; Kourany 2010; Elliott 2017), to the point that its rejection – which we may dub the value-laden ideal (VLI) – now appears as the consensus view in the philosophy of science. For example, Holman and Wilholt (2022) consider the VFI/VLI debate over, and consider the new debate (which they dub ‘the new demarcation problem’) to be about, not whether or not to allow the influence of non-epistemic values, but how to distinguish legitimate from illegitimate forms of such influence.

This debate reflects on the appropriate influence of values in the various phases of scientific inquiry, concerning: 1) what to investigate (definition of research avenues); 2) how to investigate it (gathering of evidence and choice of methods, including from the ethical point of view); 3) what to conclude from our investigations (acceptance or rejection of a hypothesis or theory); 4) how to use and communicate the results of our investigations\.\(^3\) Another way to analyse the debate is to list the following arguments in favour of values in science (Elliott, (2011, 62); (2022, sec. 3)), which roughly correspond to phases 2 and 3 above (except the first one which is focused on phase 3 only):

- the inductive risk (or ‘error’) argument: in accepting or rejecting a hypothesis, a scientist has to consider the risk of being in error, by either wrongly accepting an actually false hypothesis (‘false positive’) or wrongly not accepting an actually true hypothesis (false negative)\(^4\) (e.g. Douglas 2009);
- the underdetermination (or ‘gap’) argument: inherently value-laden concepts and background knowledge are used by scientists to connect theory and evidence (e.g. Longino 1990);
- the aims argument: in order to achieve the non-epistemic aims of science of obtaining knowledge which is relevant for its users, scientists have to take into account non-epistemic values to assess the adequacy of their models, hypotheses and theories;
- the conceptual argument: non-epistemic values are relevant to assessing hypotheses that include concepts which mix epistemic and non-epistemic content.

All these issues belong to the ‘new demarcation problem’\.\(^5\) It is especially the influence of non-epistemic values on phase 3, where hypotheses and theories are accepted or rejected, which is controversial. For the other phases (1, 4 and to a lesser extent 2), the recourse to non-epistemic values is generally taken to be uncontroversial. This acceptance/rejection phase is the only one which will be considered here. In the following, the term values without further specification designates all kinds of values (epistemic as well as non-epistemic, even if the major concern is about the latter), and the expression influence of values without further specification refers to their influence on the acceptance/rejection phase.

The expression VLI includes in fact a variety of positions allowing different types of non-epistemic value influence (for useful classifications of different types of value influence, see Holman and Wilholt 2022; Elliott 2022). But whatever the position within the VLI, it is confronted to difficulties (see e.g. Reiss and Sprenger 2020; Elliott 2022), and while these difficulties have not been settled, the question of values in science remains controversial in the philosophical literature (Elliott and Steel 2017). While allowing non-epistemic value influence seems not only inevitable but also desirable, a consensual model for doing so remains to be seen.

It should be noted that the issue of non-epistemic value influence exceeds the narrow confines of philosophy of science,

---

2. In its restricted version, the VFI only concerns phase 3 hereafter. In its large sense, it also includes phases 1 and 2 (I am not aware of an extra-large version which would include phase 4). This large acceptance of the VFI has few supporters in the philosophy of science, although it can have popularity in practising scientists.

3. Some authors talk of the contexts of discovery, justification (following the widely held distinction) and application to refer to phases 1 and 2, 3, and 4 respectively (e.g. Bueter 2021); or of pre-epistemic (1 and 2), epistemic (3), and post-epistemic (4) phases (Hicks 2014).

4. In statistical theory, false positives are called type I errors and false negatives type II errors. Their rigorous definition is based on the null hypothesis, according to which the two possibilities investigated are the same (any difference is due to chance only). Type I error amounts to wrongly rejecting an actually true null hypothesis, and type II of wrongly not rejecting an actually false null hypothesis.

5. According to critiques (outside the scope of this article), the error argument can be seen as a special case of the gap argument (e.g. Cholak 2018). Here I will leave aside the issue of the error/gap distinction. Whatever the exact stance taken with respect to this distinction, it is clear that the gap argument is a larger, more abstract issue than the error argument. Here I will focus on the latter, which is the object of Hansson’s model. For a critique of the underdetermination argument, see Ruphy (2006), an underestimatic proposal, like Hansson’s.

6. Another strand of literature (e.g. Anderson 2004; Ruphy 2006) also considers the reverse influence of evidence on values, in other words how value judgments themselves can be empirically tested. Hansson does not consider this possibility, and takes values as inputs in his model.

7. Absent from these classifications, however, is Hansson’s corpus model (see below).
and concerns several aspects of the science-society relationship. Apart from its obvious relevance for policy-making, it gives rise to several problems of public trust in science, due for example to suspicions of biased science or fears of technocratic value judgements passed by experts (Carrier 2022). It is reasonable to assume that the controversial and complicated nature of the debate taking place in the philosophy of science, which has become largely out of reach not only for the general public and policy-makers, but also for scientists not specialising in this sub-field of philosophy of science, does not help remedy this situation. Rather, this situation allows a confused image of science to arise in the view of policy-makers, the wider public, and even scientists – with a potential negative impact on public trust in science (for a study of the contrasted effects of values in science on the general public’s trust, see (Elliott et al. 2017). Worse, such unsettled debate can be used by science deniers to support their undermining enterprise (Hansson 2020a, 37). For example, non-epistemic values have been, and can be used to put into question policy-relevant scientific claims with big social stakes, such as typically anthropogenic global warming or the negative environmental and/or health effects of pesticides. Therefore, progress on this issue is urgently needed.

The philosophical debate generally provides increasingly sophisticated guidelines for acceptable (or even beneficial) influence of non-epistemic values only on a case-by-case basis, and/or by combining different approaches (e.g. Elliott 2022). Like many other overspecialised but endlessly controversial areas of philosophy, the debate may sometimes look like a ‘self-indulgence for the few’ (Kitcher 2011, 248), where no progress is really made and no consensus is ever achieved. On the contrary, it seems that in order to exit our current predicament we need a:

(1) reasonably simple,
(2) universal (i.e. applicable to all cases, in contradistinction to case-by-case models) and
(3) systematic (i.e. taking into account all possible cases in a pre-determined way) model of how values should be allowed in science,
(4) while at the same time systematically guaranteeing the epistemic integrity of science (more about this concept in sec. 2.2.1), which is the main concern when allowing non-epistemic values in science, and the chief argument used by VFI defenders.8

But in fact, there is such a candidate model for non-epistemic value influence, at least with respect to the inductive risk issue9, which is regrettably neglected in the debate about values in science. Indeed, Hansson (2007a, 2010, 2014, 2017, 2018a, 2020b) has progressively developed and refined a model of (epistemic as well as non-epistemic) value influence which is, to my knowledge, the only one to be (reasonably) simple, universal, systematic, and, most importantly, which systematically preserves the integrity (as well as the unity) of science when non-epistemic values are allowed in. The purpose of this article is to present in detail this ‘corpus model’ of value influence (so called by me because it is based on Hansson’s concept of scientific corpus), identify its strengths and weaknesses, and review potential difficulties associated with it. Section 2 introduces Hansson’s corpus model with some preliminary comments on its origins (§2.1), presents the model in detail (§2.2), analyses its limits (§2.3), studies how well it handles controversial non-epistemic values (§2.4), and summarises its advantages (§2.5). Section 3 reviews some potential difficulties associated with the model’s central feature of taking the maximum level of evidence required by the applications of a claim in order for the latter to enter the scientific corpus: difficulty to identify this maximum requirement (§3.1); non-optimality of this requirement with respect to other less demanding requirements (§3.2); the potentially detrimental preference for false negatives over false positives on which it relies (§3.3); and the issue of whether there can nevertheless be requirements higher than this maximum (§3.4). Section 4 concludes.

2. Presentation of the corpus model

To account for (epistemic as well as non-epistemic) value influence (the two types of values are treated indistinctly by the model), Hansson has developed and refined what I will call his ‘corpus model’8, in the course of several publications (2007a, 2010, 2014, 2017, 2018a, 2020b). In a nutshell, the idea is, on the basis of a universal, multi-purpose scientific corpus, to require a unique level of evidence for the acceptance of a claim into the corpus, namely the highest level required by all possible applications of this claim. It is important to note that the corpus model should be considered more or less normative, although Hansson’s position on this matter is not completely

8 I agree that a complicated, case-by-case model could also ensure the epistemic integrity of science, and reach a consensus in the philosophy of science. The main problem, however, would be its perception outside philosophy of science, especially in terms of public trust in science. It is reasonable to assume that a simple and universal model would be beneficial in this respect. For a discussion of simplicity, see footnote 41.

9 To my knowledge, Hansson does not address the wider underdetermination issue, but instead focuses on the inductive risk argument, for which his corpus model (see hereafter), based on the level of evidence required to accept a claim, is particularly adapted.

10 Hansson sometimes uses the expression of ‘corpus model’ (e.g. in 2018a, passim) to designate his conception of the scientific corpus in general, including, but not limited to, the way new claims are incorporated in it. Here I use this expression specifically for this latter aspect, and I will talk of the corpus concept to designate the former.
clear. One the one hand, Hansson hopes to provide not only a desirable, but also a realistic account of science (and indeed he has successively modified that account in order to be more realistic, as we will see in sec. 2.1); he is perfectly aware that conceptualising has to take into account empirical adequacy with scientific practice to some extent. For example, the assumption of a unique scientific corpus instead of several, discipline-based corpora, is based on the observation of the increasing interdisciplinary collaborations between academic disciplines. On the other hand, Hansson does not pretend that his account correctly or fully describes actual scientific practice, and he underlines its normative nature (2018b). This issue is complicated by the fact that scientific practice itself obeys to norms: the very requirement of setting a level of evidence, which is the central aspect here, cannot escape being normative to some extent. Hansson’s model can thus be read as a new proposal for this norm. Perhaps a good way to characterise it is to present it as an idealisation of scientific practice, based on some crucial simplifications (such as an all-purpose scientific corpus instead of multiple corpora for each application, see sec. 3.2), half-way between a purely descriptive account and a normative conception. In this section I first make some introductory comments on the origins of the corpus model (§2.1), before presenting it in detail with the help of a new terminology (§2.2), analysing its limits (§2.3), studying how well it handles controversial non-epistemic values (§2.4), and showing its advantages (§2.5).

2.1 Origins of the model

2.1.1 Precursor views

Hansson seems to have taken inspiration for his corpus model of scientific knowledge from Hempel (1960, 1981), whom he regularly mentions. Hempel is one of the firsts (with Kaufmann, e.g. 1941) to mention the scientific ‘corpus’ as the ‘body of scientific knowledge at a given time’, which is ‘represented by the set of all statements accepted by science at that time’ (1960, 462–64). Accepting a hypothesis thus means incorporating it in the corpus, although corpus membership is always provisional in principle, subject to possible subsequent discovery of disconfirming evidence which would lead to the exclusion of this hypothesis from the corpus. As seen in the introduction, Hempel tolerates only ‘purely scientific, or epistemic, utilities’ to have an influence on the decision to accept or not a hypothesis: such utilities ‘should reflect the value or disvalue which the different outcomes have from the point of view of pure scientific research rather than the practical advantages or disadvantages that might result from the application of an accepted hypothesis, according as the latter is true or false’ (1960, 465). Here Hempel uses a quantitative concept of utility (not to be confused with the qualitative concept of value used in this article and in the literature on values in science, which designates qualities such as simplicity, empirical adequacy, etc.) which is a function assigning a real number to a possible outcome of a given action (here, accepting or not a given hypothesis), in the scope of Carnap’s rational decision-making rule of maximising the estimated utility (see Hempel 1960, sec. 6 for details). Hempel initially proposes a utility function for adding a hypothesis $h$ to the corpus $e$ directly proportional to the amount of new information provided by $h$, or to the negative value of that amount, according as $h$ is true or false; and inversely proportional to the amount of information already contained in $e$ (466) – in other words, it only reflects the truth (or falsity) content of the hypothesis. He proposes a hypothesis acceptance rule accordingly (466), only to realise that it is too ‘lenient’ since it does not take into account other important epistemic values of scientific hypotheses, such as their explanatory or predictive power, their empirical adequacy, the gain in simplicity which they enable for the corpus, their scope of application, compatibility with neighbouring theories, all values which yet have to be ‘given clear and precise definitions’, as well as he weighted against each other ((1960, 467); (see also 1981, 399–401)). While in 1960 Hempel still seems optimistic about the precise formulation of epistemic utility, in 1981 he doubts its feasibility. As far as I know, the precise quantification of such values has never been successfully proposed, and it seems doubtful that a formal quantitative rule could ever be proposed for scientific hypothesis acceptance – even the quantification of purely content-based utilities seems out of reach (how could the information contained in a scientific hypothesis be quantitatively evaluated?).

2.1.2 Hansson’s prior view

It is interesting to note that Hansson’s position has switched from the VFI to the VLI. In (2007a) he still holds the traditional view according to which the scientific corpus should be ‘programmatically’ free from non-epistemic values (even if he already conceives it as a multipurpose and unique cor-

11 Note that this possibility is different from multiple, application-adjusted corpora. The latter is also excluded by Hansson, but for reasons which seem more normative than the former.

12 Later he also speaks of ‘epistemic values’ (1981, 398), although it is unclear in the only sentence where they are mentioned whether epistemic values are strictly equivalent to epistemic utilities.

13 Thus Hempel attributes the same (positive or negative) ‘utility’ or ‘value’ (in Hempel’s quantitative sense) to a true positive (a rightfully accepted claim) and a false positive (a wrongly accepted claim).

14 As Hempel (1981, 402) remarks, there are some acceptance rules for specific hypotheses which can be formulated precisely and are (more or less) acknowledged in the scientific community (such as for measurements or statistical hypotheses, even if in the latter case the critical levels are largely conventional and can be discussed). But for ‘more comprehensive’ hypotheses (not to speak of theory changes), there are no generally accepted rules.
Therefore the scientific corpus is not actually equivalent to scientific knowledge: there might be true claims not part of the corpus, and false claims part of it. But – there can be theoretical (including epistemic) applications of science, not just practical ones: in addition to epistemic applications (such as in the previous probability) are used directly in almost any branch of science, as well as in many everyday applications.

There is indeed a difference between applied science (such as applied mathematics, engineering science, medical science) and application of science: ‘The former is a part of knowledge production [even with a practical aim in mind], the latter is concerned with the use of scientific knowledge and methods for the solving of practical problems of action (e.g., in engineering or business), where a scientist may play the role of a consultant [ant]’ (Niihiltuo 1993, 9, my italics). Lumping together applied science (where knowledge is produced) and applications of science (where it is not) may lead to exclude any knowledge production from applied science proper.

2.1.3 Hansson’s current view

However, from (2014) Hansson acknowledges and defends the view that non-epistemic values can and should have an influence on the scientific corpus – maybe because he concomitantly acknowledges that corpus production also takes place in applied science and that the corpus incorporates applied scientific knowledge. He apparently still lumps together applied science and application of science, but now since corpus production also belongs to applied science/applications of science, he has to take into account applications (i.e., values) in the corpus production. Hansson (2014) considers an increasing intertwining of pure and applied science and associated corpus production (which takes place under their combined influence), and nicely illustrates how this intertwine is paralleled by an incorporation of non-epistemic values.

Hansson’s corpus model extends and complements Hempel’s conception in several respects. The corpus model is based on Hansson’s concepts of scientific corpus and ‘science in the large sense’, which he has developed concomitantly. The scientific corpus is basically the total body of (accepted, consensual) scientific knowledge, in the form of the published scientific literature (articles and textbooks) (see e.g., Hansson 2018a, 68–71). The corpus is interdisciplinary, all scientific disciplines collaborating with, and respecting each other; it is universal hence there is only one corpus; and it is apt to any (theoretical or practical) application since it represents our most reliable (although always provisory) knowledge (e.g., Hansson 2007a). This conception of the scientific corpus is intimately linked to Hansson’s conception of ‘science in the large sense’, which includes all the academic disciplines in pure and applied science: the formal, natural, social, human and technological sciences (e.g., Hansson 2018a, 60–65).

I believe that Hansson’s concept of universal, multi-purpose corpus is the key to his model of value influence. Once this universality and multi-purposiveness is acknowledged, it becomes necessary to consider the theoretical and practical consequences of our choice of incorporating a claim into the corpus, since the latter can be used for any purpose, whether theoretical (e.g., for pursuing research) or practical (e.g., for manufacturing goods, making policy, or adjudicating court decisions).
cases (ChoGlueck 2018, 713)). Therefore, it becomes necessary to take into account (epistemic as well as non-epistemic) values. Furthermore, case-by-case or combined models, like those depending on the goals of scientific activity or combining several approaches, are ruled out. The idea of a universal (hence unique), multi-purpose corpus itself comes from Hansson's acknowledgment of our cognitive limits and cognitive economy needs, which is, in my opinion, a very original and convincing feature of his conception. Indeed, Hansson insists on the cognitive economy allowed by a universal social repository of factual statements, which can be used by anyone for any kind of purpose (including practical purposes associated with risk). As Hansson (2018a, 71, my translation) claims: ‘[...] the [scientific] corpus is universal, i.e. we use the same set of temporarily fixed scientific beliefs for all sorts of ends. [...]’ The need for universality of the scientific corpus comes from individual cognitive economy rather than pressure for social cooperation. A community of beings without cognitive limits or with insignificant cognitive limits can have no difficulty to apply different belief norms in different domains, if they have reasons to do so. For us, humans, such practice is unmanageable. The corpus must be universal in order to fulfil its function. It is the same reason which makes Hansson reject a Bayesian model of scientific corpus, in which the claims are ascribed degrees of acceptance in the form of probabilities. Such a corpus would be impossible to use for humans. Instead, according to Hansson claims must be either accepted or rejected in a binary way.

Because the corpus can be used both for theoretical and practical purposes, it is the same corpus which is used in the context of research and in the context of policy-making. Hansson's model therefore blends the roles of scientists as researchers (producing scientific knowledge in academic settings) and scientists as experts (providing users of scientific knowledge such as decision-makers with applicable scientific knowledge), illustrating to some extent what Gundersen (2018, 53) calls the ‘inseparability view’ regarding the roles of scientists as researchers and as experts. In practice, the responsibility to contemplate all the consequences (including practical ones) of incorporating a claim in the corpus falls to scientists, since they are the ones who decide to accept a claim or reject it, and go through the procedure of the corpus model described in sec. 2.2. As we shall see in sec. 3.1, this forecasting can be quite difficult in practice.

Finally, note that Hansson’s model does not deny the possibility nor the reality of value-free science (contrary to conceptions such as Longino’s (1990)) if there are no (practical, but if relevant also theoretical) applications of a claim, then there is no influence of non-epistemic values on this claim (even if in principle their influence is always vindi
cated). Indeed, there are many parts of science – and even entire disciplines or sub-disciplines –, in formal, natural or human science, which do not have any known or foreseeable practical application (and are indeed dedicated to pure knowledge, hence can be called pure science), such as parts of pure mathematics, physics (e.g. cosmology), or philosophy (e.g. metaphysics). In such areas non-epistemic values may be – and often are – completely irrelevant. Nevertheless, the ideal supported by Hansson is that of value-laden science. Put differently, as soon as an application is known or thought of, it must be taken into account and allowed to influence the corpus; doing differently would be theoretically or practically (e.g. morally, socially or politically) reprehensible. Thus, values can have an influence not only on applied science, but also pure science (which may always be considered with a theoretical or practical goal in mind, although this goal was not originally present).

2.2 Presentation of the model

Recall that we are concerned only with the acceptance/rejection (or inductive risk) phase of scientific inquiry, which is indeed what the corpus model is about. Before presenting the corpus model, I will define some key terms which will be helpful for the following. This terminology is somewhat different from the one Hansson ((2014, 133); (2017, 215)) uses, but I believe it will contribute to clarify and simplify his model.

2.2.1 Preliminary terminology

Firstly, regarding the decisions that we can take, we can distinguish the following categories:

- Theoretical decisions concern knowledge: they are made up of two distinct subcategories:
  - epistemic decisions concerning our choices of what to believe, i.e. the acceptance or rejection of a claim according to the available evidence;

---

19 Again, if we follow Hansson's normative conception of a multi-purpose corpus; in practice, case-by-case models might well be used.

20 The fact that we do accept hypotheses all the time (in everyday life as well as in science), and the need to supplement Bayesian decision theory by 'a theory of tentative acceptance of empirical hypotheses', were already acknowledged by Har reng (1983, 341).

21 Gundersen's article insists on the normative commitments of the roles of scientists as researchers and as experts, whereas Hansson's conception is about the product of scientific research (the corpus). Nevertheless, Gundersen's conceptual distinction in fact also applies to the latter: ‘In this [inseparability] view, scientists are equally responsible for the consequences of their results in the context of research and in the context of policymaking.’ (Gundersen 2018, 53, my italics)

22 One would naturally think that non-epistemic values only play a role for practical applications, but they can also play a role for some theoretical applications (such as the choice of some research directions), although not necessarily for all (hence the relevant qualification). On the other hand, it is hard to imagine practical applications not relying on some non-epistemic value(s). Furthermore, there will almost always be epistemic value influence for the acceptance of a claim.

23 For example, Hansson doesn't talk of epistemic decisions, even if that is in fact what they are (since they concern the decision to accept or reject a claim).
• non-epistemic (theoretical) decisions concerning our choices of what to do in order to achieve theoretical aims (related to the pursuit of knowledge), i.e. theoretical action.
• Practical decisions concern our choices of what to do in order to achieve practical aims (not related to knowledge), in other words practical action. Practical decisions are all non-epistemic.

In science, only theoretical decisions are taken. They can be either epistemic theoretical decisions (when we accept or reject a claim) or non-epistemic theoretical decisions (during all our scientific endeavours, for example when we choose research avenues, or when we decide to perform actions in order to gain information). Both types of theoretical decisions can be imbued with values (either epistemic or non-epistemic values). The category of non-epistemic decisions thus includes non-epistemic theoretical decisions, as well as practical decisions, as illustrated by Figure 1.

Secondly, regarding the levels of evidence which we require to take such decisions with respect to a given claim, we can distinguish:
• the level of evidence required for the epistemic decision to accept this claim, in other words for its entry into the scientific corpus: let us call this the epistemic requirement for this claim;
• the level of evidence required to take a non-epistemic (theoretical or practical) decision on the basis of this claim: let us call this the non-epistemic requirement for this claim.

Note that the corpus model presupposes:
• obviously, that you can assign a specific level of evidence required for a claim to be accepted in the corpus;
• in addition, that for a given claim the levels of evidence required for various (theoretical or practical) decisions can be at least sorted (if not quantified), since the model takes the maximum of these levels.

Finally, let me briefly reflect on the concepts of integrity and reliability, two concepts used (somewhat indistinctly) but not defined by Hansson. I take integrity to be a purely epistemic concept which insists on the absence of undue influence (illegitimate value influence, bias and other distorting factors) in knowledge, or more precisely knowledge production. It is not exactly equivalent to reliability, which seems to be a wider concept (applicable rather to knowledge itself than to its production process), both epistemic (something related to truthfulness) and (even more so) non-epistemic, oriented towards application (whether theoretical or practical). I don’t intend to analyse these concepts in detail here. Let me just note that it seems prima facie fair to say that breach of integrity makes unreliability more probable. Nevertheless, integrity does not necessarily imply (is not sufficient for) reliability: results of research performed in an integer way may nevertheless not be reliable (because they lack some other essential quality, such as empirical adequacy for example). Conversely, we might think of reliable research results which nevertheless were not obtained in an integer way, by a stroke of luck.

2.2.2 Presentation of the model
In this subsection all affirmations, claims and (normative) conceptions are those of Hansson (except for some terminological modifications and some comments in the footnotes).
Again, they are just reformulated and recapitulated here. Now, as Hansson (2014, 132) remarks, in general ‘that which we classify as knowledge can appropriately be relied upon in practical reasoning and action’. With respect to scientific knowledge in particular, the level of evidence required for a claim to enter the scientific corpus (i.e. for its acceptance) on purely epistemic grounds, which is high, is ‘reliable enough for the vast majority of [theoretical as well as] practical purposes’. We can generally use scientific knowledge and rely on it as a basis for our theoretical and practical decisions. However, it may happen that this level of evidence is, with respect to the non-epistemic theoretical or practical decisions that we may take on the basis of this claim, either:

- too high (in other words, science demands too much proof for our non-epistemic goals): for example, we may want to perform research based on hypothetical acceptance of a hypothesis even if it is not accepted in the scientific corpus (theoretical decision); or we may want to take action in the face of a natural or technological dangerous event even if its occurrence is not scientifically confirmed (practical decision);
- or too low (science demands not enough proof): for example, including a false statement in the corpus may have particularly negative theoretical impact (e.g. in terms of effects on future scientific endeavours) or negative practical impact (e.g. in terms of safety of a device or process).

In such cases of discrepancy between epistemic and non-epistemic requirements, for the claim in question we can modify:

- either its epistemic requirement, i.e. the level of evidence required for its entry into the corpus: this is what Hansson (2014, 133) calls an ‘epistemic adjustment’ of this level;
- or its non-epistemic requirement, i.e. the level of evidence required for non-epistemic (theoretical or practical) decision-making on the basis of this claim: let us call this a ‘non-epistemic adjustment’ of this level.

Both adjustments (epistemic and non-epistemic) can in principle be made in both directions: upward i.e. higher level of evidence required; or downward i.e. lower level of evidence required. However two types of adjustment are problematic:

- downward epistemic adjustments, because they threaten the epistemic integrity of the scientific corpus. (Conversely, an upward epistemic adjustment is preferable, even if it can have an impact on the usefulness and productivity of science, because it preserves the reliability of the scientific corpus: it is preferable to wrongly keep scientific issues open rather than to wrongly settle them.)
- upward non-epistemic adjustments, because they contradict the concept of knowledge in general (as sufficiently reliable for practical action), and of scientific knowledge in particular, represented by the corpus (as our most reliable knowledge, apt to any application). (Conversely, a downward non-epistemic adjustment is not problematic in this respect.)

Therefore, these two types of adjustments (downward epistemic adjustment and upward non-epistemic adjustment) are excluded from Hansson’s model. Instead, when there is a discrepancy between epistemic and non-epistemic requirements, one can make:

- either upward epistemic adjustments (if the level required for non-epistemic decision-making is higher): this enables to avoid making upward non-epistemic adjustments;
• or downward non-epistemic adjustment (if the level required for non-epistemic decision-making is lower): this enables to avoid making downward epistemic adjustment. In this case, a separate lower level of evidence for the decision in question is introduced and distinguished from the requirement for corpus entry, so that the integrity of science is preserved.

Now, the epistemic requirement of a claim cannot be adjusted to suit all theoretical (2017, 219) or practical (2007a, 266) applications of this claim. The best we can do, according to Hansson (2014, 135), is to choose one of the levels of evidence suited for one of these applications. In order to preserve the epistemic integrity of science and ensure multipurpose applicability, Hansson proposes to choose the highest level of evidence corresponding to the most demanding (theoretical or practical) application. In the end, the final epistemic requirement is the highest of the levels of evidence required by either:

- epistemic entry in the corpus (in which case there is no non-epistemic value influence);
- or non-epistemic theoretical or practical decision-making (in which case there is\(^\text{31}\) non-epistemic value influence in the form of an upward epistemic adjustment).

To sum up, either:

- the epistemic requirement is equal to the non-epistemic requirement (Figure 2)\(^\text{32}\): no adjustment is needed; there is no non-epistemic value influence\(^\text{33}\);
- or the epistemic requirement is higher than the non-epistemic requirement (Figure 3): a downward non-epistemic adjustment enables us to introduce a separate lower level of evidence for the non-epistemic decision in question, while leaving the epistemic requirement unaffected; there is no non-epistemic value influence;
- or the epistemic requirement is lower than the non-epistemic requirement (Figure 4): an upward epistemic adjustment enables us to raise the epistemic requirement to the non-epistemic requirement; there is non-epistemic value influence.

2.3 Limits of the model

Note that in the corpus model, values only influence the process of incorporation of claims into the corpus (i.e. their acceptance or rejection), not the claims which already belong to the corpus. Once incorporated, a claim is considered apt to any application and values are not reconsidered each time a new application is envisaged. Rather, the claim becomes a value-free, purely factual statement, even if the process which led to its acceptance is value-laden (Hansson 2014, 137). This illustrates the process of ‘fixation’ of a factual belief (i.e. what we believe to be a fact) and the fundamental fact-value dichotomy (the need to distinguish our factual beliefs from our other kinds of beliefs: values, preferences, interests, etc.) (Hansson 2018a, 67, 70). The corpus is a universal repository of factual statements. However, this value-freedom of the corpus only holds as long as new, more demanding applications have not been envisaged: otherwise these applications

---

\(^{31}\) This is not to say that a non-epistemic theoretical decision always presupposes non-epistemic values (some may not, see footnote 22), but in such cases where the non-epistemic requirement (due to this non-epistemic theoretical decision) is higher than the epistemic requirement, it does.

\(^{32}\) This (quite artificial) possibility is not mentioned by Hansson.

\(^{33}\) Recall that this expression applies to the epistemic requirement (with respect to the incorporation of a claim into the corpus): there is of course always non-epistemic value influence on the non-epistemic requirement (with respect to a non-epistemic decision).
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The associated values can potentially influence the corpus. If a new application for a given claim is discovered which requires a higher non-epistemic requirement, the epistemic requirement for this claim is raised accordingly. The claim in question, previously incorporated in the corpus on the basis of a lower requirement, is subject to this new requirement, and is excluded from the corpus if it does not meet it. This is not a problem since scientific knowledge is indeed always provisional and the corpus changes constantly (although marginally).

And, of course, in the face of new disconfirming evidence, some claims part of the corpus may subsequently be rejected from it. This aspect, however, is not handled by the corpus model, which only deals with the incorporation of claims into the corpus, not their subsequent exclusion. In particular, it does not specify if and how, in the face of new disconfirming evidence, the epistemic requirement is affected, an issue which would deserve further research. Neither does the corpus model explicitly allow for the possibility to (permanently, or for a long time) suspend judgment with respect to (the acceptance or rejection of) a claim, even if it allows to do so temporarily, in the sense that it allows to take a non-epistemic decision on the basis of a claim not yet accepted in the corpus (through a downward non-epistemic adjustment). In this respect it is, I think, quite realistic in following scientific practice, where the status of claims cannot be left open indefinitely but must be settled one way or another. This is coherent with Hansson’s rejection of a Bayesian corpus.

2.4 Handling of controversial non-epistemic values

According to Hansson (2018a), whereas the philosophy of science has focused on the influence of controversial non-epistemic values in science, most of the non-epistemic values influencing the scientific corpus and having the strongest influence on it, are in fact not controversial, such as the assumptions that health is desirable (in medical science), learning is beneficial (in pedagogical science), or a decrease of energy use is advantageous (in technological science). Many of such uncontroversial values are risk-related and require a higher level of evidence than purely epistemic requirements, such as a positive valuation of decreased health risks (in medical science) or increased personal safety (in technological science). This may explain why, according to Hansson (2018a, 79), the process described by his model of taking the most demanding of epistemic or non-epistemic requirements

---

34 Presumably, such cases are the most talked about in academic philosophy because they call for a solution (even if they represent a minority), contrary to consensual values.

35 For example, before using a drug, we will require a high level of evidence to show: 1) the efficacy of the drug; 2) the absence of toxicity of the drug.

36 Although Hansson himself does not relate both claims (neither of which is empirically substantiated in his article), it is plausible to assume that uncontroversial
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is implemented continuously and naturally in the scientific corpus (instead of being seen as an external constraint), and corresponds to the reality of scientific practice. It is interesting to note that assumptions about consensual values are also made by proponents of ‘coordinative strategies’, such as Elliott (2013), who presupposes a consensus between scientists, regulators and other stakeholders on the ‘prioritized goals’ (and the corresponding values), e.g. health or economic development, to be pursued in a given research and policy context, and values furthering that goal are then allowed in37; or Intemann (2015), whose “aim approach” allows values which promote democratically endorsed aims of research.

Nevertheless, even if it is very difficult to assess as a whole, the influence of non-epistemic values may not be so consensual and straightforward, even for a given context. Indeed, even for values apparently as uncontroversial as promoting health or ensuring safety, there may be different interpretations of the same value (e.g. of what it means to promote health in public health) or conflicts with other values (e.g. safety vs cost-cutting in engineering). Think for example of the different European medicine agencies’ decisions to use the AstraZeneca or the Moderna vaccines against Covid-19 in Europe during the pandemic in 2020-2022. In such cases even values such as promoting health may not be specified in an uncontroversial way: is it the health of the entire population? of a particular subgroup? How do we weigh the risks for specific individuals in comparison to the advantages for the rest of the population? Even in aeronautical engineering – a field where the value of safety is traditionally paramount – values conflicting with safety (such as cost-cutting) may play an important role, by reducing reliability and/or redundancy. For example, at Dassault Aviation company, even for business jets (a field where costs apparently are not the primary concern of customers) the development of the Falcon 5X business jet was made with a strong focus on cost-cutting, contrary to the previous Falcon 7X. This required many trade-offs of safety vs cost requirements38. For such conflicting values, approaches which do not presuppose a consensus on values may be more appropriate than Elliott’s or Intemann’s. For example, Carrier (2022) considers values as separate premises or as political commissions and links them to different policy packages implementing them and explicitly stating which values are presupposed (instead of implicitly committing oneself to them)39.

Such remarks do not seem, however, to threaten the corpus model. Firstly, the examples given (ambiguity of the value of promoting health, conflict between values of safety and cost efficiency) can be taken to concern the application of the scientific corpus (in medicine agencies, or in practical engineering), not the production of the corpus itself. I will return to this question of the frontier between the corpus and its context of application. Secondly, even if there is no consensus on values within corpus production, in principle the procedure of the corpus model can still be applied, if one accepts to ‘pay the price’ of always taking the strictest level of evidence required by all the different values or goals at stake. For example in aeronautical engineering, this would amount to always privileging safety over cost-cutting, even if that would mean more expensive, and potentially less optimised aircrafts). For the AstraZeneca vaccine, the most demanding requirement about safety would lead to ban the use of the vaccine, such as what the Norwegian or Danish medicine agencies did40. Nevertheless, in practice taking the maximum requirement can be challenging, as we shall see in §3.

2.5 Advantages of the corpus model

There are several advantages to the corpus model. Firstly, the model obviously has the merit of focusing on the scientific corpus, i.e. on the scientific claims (and the associated required level of evidence), and not on more evanescent matters like values themselves (which are treated indistinctly by the model), social settings of the scientific community, expectations of other stakeholders, etc. Of course, values are, and must be, taken into account by the model, since the model cannot avoid the need to make value judgments at some point, namely for the choice of the level of evidence required for a claim in view of its applications. But this seems inevitable for any model of value influence.

By providing a clear and rigorous procedure to be followed, the model is operational and easy to implement41. Once the epistemic and non-epistemic requirements are set, the definite procedure prevents any ambiguity or latitude in personal

values more easily influence the production of the scientific corpus than controversial ones.

37 This is Elliot’s ‘Multiple Goals Criterion’ (2013, 38) (see footnote 43). Elliot is aware that such a consensus is a ‘challenge’, which he nevertheless assumes as resolved (on a case-by-case basis, for each ‘particular context’) for his model to apply.

38 This case is taken from my experience as a thermal systems engineer in this company for four years.

39 According to Carrier, this conditionalization of scientific advice according to explicitly presupposed values enables to keep, to a large extent, the value-free ideal, by providing ‘alternative value-laden policy packages which combine facts, scientific accounts and non-epistemic premises’ (2022, 16).

40 Given that other vaccines were available in these countries, such measures do not seem to have had any health effects. Nevertheless, since there was a global lack of vaccines, and that AstraZeneca vaccines were a much better option than no vaccine at all, it would have been problematic to just throw them away, or to send them to poor countries (where they could contribute to increase vaccine hesitancy, which is already higher than in rich countries, by providing populations there with a vaccine which rich countries do not want for themselves).

41 At least for the users of the scientific corpus, i.e. other scientists who use it inside science to produce further scientific knowledge, people (including decision-makers) who apply it outside science to a variety of purposes, and the general public at large who gets a simpler view of science. On the other hand, for the
choices, and associated danger of bias. Moreover, this procedure is fairly simple, and, most importantly, it is always the same, regardless of the claim, values or goals considered – in other words, the model is universal, and this universality further contributes to the simplicity of the model. The model is also systematic, in the sense that it distinguishes the various possible cases and what to do in each. Finally – and this may be its biggest advantage – the corpus model systematically preserves (or even strengthens) the epistemic integrity of science, since the final corpus entry requirements correspond to the maximum of the epistemic and non-epistemic requirements. Incidentally, the model also preserves the unity of science, since it relies on a unique, interdisciplinary corpus.

As far as I can see, all these features (clarity and rigour, simplicity, universality, systemicity, preservation of epistemic integrity) favour the corpus model over other models in the literature which are less clear and systematic, leave margins of interpretation, work on a case-by-case basis – like those depending on specific values (e.g. Kourany 2010) or goals (e.g. Elliott 2013), combine different of these approaches (Elliott 2022) and/or do not systematically guarantee the epistemic integrity of science. What is more, such features are surely beneficial for public trust in the way values may influence science. As far as I know, Hansson’s model is the only one to have such features. Surprisingly, it is largely ignored by the rest of the literature on values in science. This is unfortunate, since a confrontation between this model and other ones (which mainly work on a case-by-case basis) may be fruitful, and potentially enable progress on the issue of value influence. In any case, it is worthwhile to note that the corpus model already answers some concerns voiced in the literature. Of course, the following are only examples, and it would take another article (at least) to confront more systematically the corpus model to others in the literature.

For example the corpus model answers concerns about the various senses of what it means to accept a scientific hypothesis or theory, a critique formulated against Douglas’s (2009) account of value influence (Morgan (2010, 424); (John 2012, 219)). For instance, Morgan (2010, 424) criticizes Douglas for failing to identify the ambiguity in the expression ‘theory acceptance’, which can mean: “accept as a true belief”, “accept as a basis for policy”, “accept as a theory on which to develop technology”, “accept as a theory worthy of further pursuit”, etc. Different meanings incorporate values differently and pragmatic arguments that work for one meaning might not work for another. We see that the corpus model, through the above delineated procedure, enables to distinguish between various senses of theory acceptance: a theory accepted as a true belief is incorporated in the corpus; for the other cases (accept a theory on which to base policy, to develop technology or to pursue further) the theory can either be incorporated in the corpus or not, according to the situation (discrepancy or not between epistemic and non-epistemic requirements, and in the first case upward epistemic adjustment or downward non-epistemic adjustment). As we have seen, it may happen for example that the theory is not accepted in the corpus while still serving as a basis for policy making. Or, conversely, we may need, for policy making purposes, to submit the theory to criteria of evidence even stricter than normal epistemic requirements. Similarly, the corpus model takes into account the possibility to either accept a claim, reject it, or withhold judgment while still recommending to take action as if the claim were true (John 2012, 219). In the same way, the model handles Lacey’s (2017) distinction between impartially holding a claim (‘meaning, roughly, that the claim is so firmly established as to not require further testing’), adopting it (i.e. ‘treat[ing it] as a basis for further research’) or endorsing it (i.e. ‘take[ing it as a basis for decision-making]’ (Elliott and Steel 2017, 4). More generally, Holman and Wilholt (2022) divide the various demarcation strategies for identifying legitimate value influence into five types: axiological (based on the values themselves), functionalist (based on the role values play), consequentialist (based on the concrete consequences that the adoption of values has on achieving certain aims), coordinative (according to whether certain value choices correspond to the expectations of some stakeholders), and systemic (dependent on the ‘social set-up’ within which research takes place) strategies. The corpus model can be classified as a functionalist strategy: non-epistemic value influence is accepted only if it contributes to increase the level of evidence required for entry into the corpus. Moreover, the corpus model also answers the three concerns historically asso-

---

42 For whom the values allowed are those that ensure ‘human flourishing, what makes for a good society’ (2010, 68).

43 Elliott’s multiple goal criterion’ makes values depend on the goals of scientific knowledge production: according to this criterion, ‘[a] particular value can appropriately influence a scientist’s reasoning in a particular context only to the extent that the value advances the goals that are prioritized in that context’ (2013, 98).

44 Of course, value influence on an case-by-case basis should not be ruled out a priori. In principle at least there is nothing wrong with this option (one does not necessarily need a general law, and in the absence of it one can for example try to identify case laws on the basis of case studies). The impact of value influence on a case-by-case basis on the general public opinion is also not clear (I am not aware of any study investigating this particular point, in any case). Nevertheless, there is something appealing in having a universal, simple model, and one can assume it would have a positive impact on the general public’s trust. Conversely, one can assume that a case-by-case model might spur suspicion, because having a set of rules for each case is more complicated as a whole (even if each rule is simpler than the corpus model) and because the epistemic requirement is adjusted to each case (hence possibly entertaining the suspicion of partisan science).
associated with the VFI identified by Holman and Wilholt (2022, 214), namely veracity, universality and authority\(^{45}\): it preserves or even strengthens the epistemic integrity of scientific knowledge (veracity); it ensures that this knowledge is apt to any use, whether theoretical or practical (universality); and presumably the knowledge thus produced is more trustworthy (authority). Therefore the corpus model answers Holman and Wilholt’s (2022, 219) own demarcation criteria, and seems to be a very good candidate model for value influence.

However, all the advantages previously mentioned come at a price. Indeed, the universality, systematicity and preservation of epistemic integrity (through taking the maximum requirement) result in a certain rigidity of the model, which is not optimised for applications less demanding than the most stringent one for a given claim. It also presupposes that this most stringent application can be identified in the first place. These difficulties are discussed in §3.

3. Critical discussion

In this section I review some difficulties bearing on the characteristic feature of the corpus model which consists in taking the maximum of the epistemic or non-epistemic requirements, i.e. the maximum level of evidence required for entry into the corpus or for theoretical or practical decision-making:

(1) the difficulty to identify this most demanding requirement (maximum level of evidence) (§3.1);

(2) the fact that this maximum requirement is not optimal with respect to all other (epistemic or non-epistemic) requirements (§3.2);

(3) the fact that this maximum taking proceeds from a potentially detrimental intra-scientific preference for false negatives over false positives (§3.3);

(4) the issue of whether there can nevertheless be requirements higher than this maximum (in other words whether a claim belonging to the corpus could still be deemed not reliable enough for some applications) (§3.4).

While the first issue has to do with the applicability of the corpus model\(^{46}\), the second and last one have to do with its improvement and re-conceptualisation, and the third one with a presupposition on which it relies.

3.1 Difficulty to identify the most demanding requirement

First, the question naturally arises as to whether it is possible, for a given claim, to identify this maximum requirement, in other words to identify all the (theoretical or practical) applications of this claim, in order then to take the most demanding one. The impossibility to foresee all future applications of one’s research is one of the arguments used by Polanyi (1962/2000) in favour of scientists’ exemption of moral responsibility, in other words against any influence of (moral) values. Polanyi takes the example of the atomic bomb, an application of the theory of relativity which took place 40 years after its publication, and which Einstein could not possibly have anticipated. Since scientists are often unable to foresee both the results and the practical applications of their research, they cannot be held accountable of the potential detrimental applications of their research, according to Polanyi. To some extent, the argument of impossibility (or rather, ‘impracticability’, 149) of anticipating the future applications of one’s research had already been made by Bridgman (1947). The latter does not properly claim that it is impossible, but rather lists several arguments against it (although to some extent, he also seems to accept such a possibility), such as the special responsibility it would confer to scientists, in contradistinction to other members of society (but for a rebuttal of this claim, see Douglas 2009, 68–75, who argues that this special responsibility proceed from the general responsibility all members of society have); the fact that it would go against the division of labour foundational of our modern societies; that it would be counterproductive because it would force scientists to do things which they are not good at (foreseeing the potential uses of their discoveries), while at the same time hindering them from doing things which they are good at (i.e. research); that it is the industry, where the applications are made, which should control these applications; that there are other ways for society to deal, as a whole, with the potential detrimental applications of claims, which in fact will disappear by themselves in a good society; and that if really society wants scientists to be responsible, it should create ‘mechanisms’ and ‘opportunities’ for those scientists specially attracted to this task to be able to check the applications. Bridgman also rightfully notes that scientists’ values need not reflect those of society (for an answer to this point, see e.g. Intemann 2015, where values are legitimate when they promote democratically endorsed epistemological and social aims of research).

Of course, the scientist cannot be asked to take into account, and (retrospectively) be held responsible for, any future unforeseeable applications of her research. In the corpus model,
however, the idea seems to be that we are only concerned with the currently known (and, we might add following Douglas (2009, 66–86), reasonably foreseeable) applications of a claim. Thus, in principle, the corpus model should be applicable. And if new applications are envisaged or discovered, corresponding new standards of evidence are required and can influence the corpus (see sec. 3.1). However, in practice, identifying all the (known, not to speak of reasonably foreseeable) theoretical or practical applications of a claim may be difficult for a single scientist (or even a given scientific community), especially for a theory or hypothesis of high generality (such as law-like hypotheses) and/or which has many applications in various fields (such as a theory or hypothesis in a fundamental discipline like fluid mechanics, which has theoretical applications in many others disciplines or practical applications in many different industries). Of course, one can object with Douglas (2009, 83) that one should only anticipate the ‘reasonably foreseeable’ applications. But the counter objection would be that this notion of ‘reasonably foreseeable’ is difficult to define precisely, and may be unrealistic. For theoretical applications, it seems unlikely that a scientist (by definition specialised in her discipline) may master all the potential applications of her claim in other disciplines (in spite of the growing interdisciplinarity mentioned by Hansson). For practical applications, the scientist qua expert, specialised in the practical applications of her research, is surely in a better position for doing so than the scientist qua researcher, who contributes to the production of the scientific corpus. But apart from the fact that these two roles may be more or less separated, not all scientists have expert activities. Even for an expert, the variety of potential practical applications, exceeding the expert’s area of specialisation, may represent a serious difficulty.

In sum, the applicability of the corpus model is somewhat put into question with respect to the identification of the maximum requirement: even if the latter is in principle simple to implement, in practice it can be challenging. The cognitive economy allowed by the multi-purpose scientific corpus is obtained only at the price of a cognitive burden paid by the scientists incorporating the claims into the corpus, who have to be somewhat omniscient. In other words, while the corpus concept is cognitively economical, the corpus model is cognitively demanding. It is therefore legitimate to ask if multiple, application-adjusted corpora are not more realistic cognitively speaking, since they require a less far-reaching knowledge of all possible applications. I come back to this suggestion at the end of the next subsection.

3.2 Non-optimality with respect to all other requirements.

Even if taking the maximum level of evidence required by all the applications of a claim is possible, this means that this requirement is too high with respect to all other applications, in other words that the corpus is not application-optimised. This is clearly a drawback due to the rigidity of the corpus model, which has to do with its universality and uniqueness. Taking the most demanding requirement can in principle have consequences both on the theoretical and practical levels:

• On the theoretical level, by reducing the size of the scientific corpus, i.e. the number of accepted claims: this drawback does not affect the epistemic integrity of the corpus, but it can have an impact on the productivity of science (by reducing the number of available results on which future scientific knowledge will be based) (Hansson 2018a, 68–69, 79–80). Nevertheless, according to Hansson this is a price we are willing to pay in order to ensure the epistemic integrity of science, all the more so since lowering entry requirements would also have an impact on the productivity of science (by jeopardising future research on the basis of unreliable results), in addition to threatening the epistemic integrity of the corpus. According to Hansson, it is preferable to have too high rather than too low entry requirements into the corpus; this presupposition will be discussed in the next subsection.

• On the practical level, we can add that reducing the size of the corpus may similarly reduce its (practical) usability for other, less demanding applications. But an objection similar to Hansson’s (in the previous bullet point) would be that lowering entry requirements may also

47 A remark already made by Jeffrey (1956, 242) (even if I do not subscribe to his conclusion that the scientist should therefore refrain from accepting or rejecting hypotheses, and instead only provide probabilities for them).

48 For example mechanical, civil, chemical and biomedical engineering, geophysics, oceanography, meteorology, astrophysics, or biology.

49 Such as the car industry, aeronautical industry, naval industry, etc.

50 Indeed, Douglas does not hold the (implausible) claim that scientists are responsible for any application of their research, only for those that they could reasonably have foreseen. Note that Douglas’s claim is not explicitly related to Hansson’s concept of multi-purpose corpus.

51 One reviewer suggested that work in ethics of expertise (such as Elliott’s (2006)) might be helpful for framing a notion of scientists’ ‘reasonable’ effort. Although I agree Elliott’s transposition of the notion of informed consent from biomedical ethics to ethics of expertise brings insight, for example for conceptualising the notion of ‘reasonableness’ (with respect to the ‘reasonable person standard’ of informed consent (Beauchamp and Childress 1994/2012, 126), i.e. the information that a reasonable person would want to receive when faced with a particular decision), he always ‘assumes’ that one can at least roughly identify potential decisions that might be affected by the information in question (642). But this is precisely my point: that these decisions cannot always be identified – even if, in many cases, it may be fairly obvious to scientific experts that their disseminated information is likely to be used for particular decisions (649).

52 I do not enter this debate here and refer to Gundersen (2018).
reduce the practical usability of the corpus by reducing its reliability.

- What is more, for both theoretical and practical applications, Hansson’s model enables (theoretical and practical) downward non-epistemic adjustments to apparently ‘bypass’ these drawbacks (by deciding for example to pursue research or taking a medical treatment on the basis of a yet-unaccepted hypothesis), while keeping the epistemic integrity of the corpus untouched.

Let us now see how this works in practice. The objection against taking the most demanding requirement for entry into the corpus was in fact already made by Jeffrey (1956, 245), who took the example of the hypothesis that a given polio vaccine is free from virulent virus, with obviously different safety requirements for inoculation to humans or to monkeys: ‘[…] the scientist should refrain from accepting or rejecting hypotheses since he cannot possibly do so in such a way as to optimise every decision which may be made on the basis of those hypotheses. We note that this difficulty cannot be avoided by making acceptance relative to the most stringent possible set of utilities (even if there were some way of determining what that is) because then the choice would be wrong for all less stringent sets. One cannot, by accepting or rejecting the hypothesis about the polio vaccine, do justice both to the problem of the physician who is trying to decide whether to inoculate a child, and the veterinarian who has a similar problem about a monkey.’ (245, my italics) Jeffrey recommends instead that the scientist: either provides the probability of the hypothesis under study (in which case everyone can make their own decision based on it and their probability of the hypothesis under study (in which case everyone can make their own decision based on it and their particular problem at hand)); or ‘takes on the job’ of making a separate decision of accepting or rejecting the hypothesis in each case (instead of accepting or rejecting it ‘once and for all’). The latter possibility represents, in other words, multiple, application-adjusted corpora. To use Jeffrey’s example, instead of accepting or rejecting absolute claims like ‘this vaccine is free from virulent polio vaccine’, the scientist would accept or reject claims like ‘this vaccine is free from virulent polio virus for inoculation of a human’, or ‘this vaccine is free from virulent polio virus for inoculation of a monkey’ (for a given vaccine, the first claim could for example be rejected and the second accepted).

This latter view agrees in fact to some extent with Hansson’s (2007a) prior VFI conception, according to which pure science should be value-free while applied science can be value-laden (see sec. 2.1.2). There, while Hansson rejects multiple corpora in pure science because of the growing interdisciplinarity between disciplines, he also rejects a unique corpus in applied science because of the variety of practical uses of science. Indeed, Hansson explicitly rules out the possibility of a (unique) ‘[practical] application-adjusted corpus’, whose criteria of evidence would ‘suit the practical purposes for which we intend to use it’, because ‘practical purposes differ so that there are no stable and general “practical” standards of evidence’ (2007a, 266):

We can assess the toxicity of a drug in relation to its use against a minor disease or against a life-threatening condition. Similarly, we may ask questions about the safety of a vaccine when it is considered for use under normal conditions or under the conditions of an extreme emergency. A question about the strength of a material can be asked by an airplane constructor or by someone designing a decoration.

(Hansson 2007a, 266)

Thus, because of the variety of our practical uses of science, there is no unique way to adjust the standards of evidence to all these practical uses. For example, we will require a higher level of evidence for establishing the absence of toxicity of a drug against a minor disease than we would against a life-threatening condition (for which we will accept a greater uncertainty about side effects).

But from (2014), the corpus model enables to manage this almost infinite variability of our theoretical and practical uses of the corpus, through 1) taking for each claim the maximum requirement of all its applications, in order to ensure the integrity of the corpus as well as its universal applicability; 2) offering the flexibility, with downward non-epistemic adjustments, to nevertheless ‘accept’ claims for non-epistemic (theoretical or practical) purposes. Thus, even if the absence of toxicity is not established in the most demanding case (i.e. against a minor disease), we may nevertheless use the drug – following a downward non-epistemic adjustment – against a life-threatening condition, because we deem the benefit-risk ratio favourable (i.e. the therapeutic effects are more probable than the secondary effects). Similarly, we will require a higher level of evidence for establishing the safety of a vaccine in normal conditions than in conditions of emergency, for which, even if the safety of the vaccine is not established, we may nevertheless use it following a downward non-epistemic adjustment. We will require a higher level of evidence for a claim about the strength of a material for building an airplane than for building a decoration (for which, obviously,
we can use the material following a downward non-epistemic adjustment).

In general, we can identify the following cases for claims to be handled by the corpus model:

- for a ‘positive’ claim (stating a desired property or state, such as, in pharmacology, the absence of toxicity, the safety or the effectiveness of a drug):
  - practical applications may require higher levels of evidence than incorporation into the corpus (in which case, according to the corpus model, the epistemic requirement will be raised accordingly);
  - a preference for false negatives over false positives means to prefer running the risk of missing out a drug with beneficial effect over running the risk of using a drug with no effect: such a preference may be justified both for theoretical and practical applications;
  - downward non-epistemic adjustments (e.g. in case of serious sickness or epidemic for example) enable to alleviate or suppress the risk associated with this preference.

- for a ‘negative’ claim (stating an undesired property, such as the presence of undesirable side effects of a drug):
  - incorporation into the corpus requires higher level of evidence than practical applications (for example, we will not wait that a danger is scientifically confirmed before trying to avoid it);
  - a preference for false negatives over false positives means to prefer running the risk of accepting a drug with detrimental side effects over running the risk of not using an effective drug because of exaggerated negative effects: such a preference is generally not justified for practical applications (although it may be justified for theoretical applications);
  - downward non-epistemic adjustments enable to alleviate or suppress the risk associated with this preference.

Thus, if we subscribe to Hansson’s arguments for cognitive economy and corpus manageability against both a Bayesian corpus and multiple application-adjusted corpora (see sec. 2.1.3), both of Jeffrey’s options seem unrealistic. On the contrary, for Hansson we need a provisionally fixed (i.e. a claim is either rejected or accepted, not provided with probabilities) and a universal, multi-purpose (i.e. a claim is not accepted or rejected according to the application) corpus.

While I agree with Hansson’s rejection of a Bayesian corpus as unrealistic, I think that his rejection of multiple application-adjusted corpora may perhaps be challenged. Of course, such application adjustments would not concern hypotheses of high generality, such as claims regarding the chemical structure of DNA (as in Hansson’s (2018a, 71) example), or law-like hypotheses (like, say, Maxwell’s equations). Rather, they seem plausible for hypotheses of low generality in certain disciplinary fields, or for recently accepted hypotheses which are subject to more uncertainty than older hypotheses of the corpus. For example, regarding claims like those concerning the safety or efficacy of a drug or vaccine, we may conceive different corpus entry requirements adjusted to the applications – in other words, different application-adjusted corpora. Thus, the safety or efficacy of a drug would not be established ‘absolutely’, but only relatively to the clinical context – as, indeed, seems to be the case in actual medical practice, if I am not mistaken. An absolute statement like ‘this drug is safe (or efficient) for treating this condition’, or ‘this vaccine is free from virulent polio virus’ (to take Jeffrey’s example) would not be sufficient, but would rather be related to the context of use (e.g. ‘this vaccine is free from virulent polio virus for inoculation to humans’), in order to evaluate the risk benefit ratio of the therapeutic vs adverse effects of the drug. A drug can be deemed safe, or efficient, in one context, because its beneficial effects are greater than the adverse ones, but not in another where this is not the case.

This is indeed the kind of information that the indications and usage section of the prescribing information of a drug provides, in order to serve as guidelines for practitioners and patients. Of course, it can be argued, as Hansson (2014) does, that using a drug in a clinical context is ultimately a matter of practical decision. Nevertheless, even if the indications and usage of a drug do not strictly belong to the corpus (but rather to its practical application, as guidelines for practitioners and patients), they are supposed to stem from the best available literature on the subject.

In the end, the issue amounts to where one places the frontier between the claim to be incorporated in the corpus, and its context of application. The decision of where to set the frontier determines if there is one corpus or multiple corpora, and also influences which model of values in science is relevant (for example, the corpus model does not work with multiple corpora). Conversely, the choice of a model for values in science influences where the frontier is set (for example, the corpus model excludes the mention of each application in applied science).

3.3 Questioning the intra-scientific preference for false negatives over false positives

As we saw in the previous subsection, Hansson prefers too high corpus entry requirements (which threaten only science’s productivity) rather than too low (which threaten both science’s integrity and productivity). In other words it is preferable to miss an existing phenomenon (false negative) rather than to conclude that there is a phenomenon when
there is in fact none (false positive)\(^5\). The corpus model relies on the assumption that within science, false negatives are always preferable to false positives, in conformity with the traditional conservatism and cautiousness of scientists\(^6\) (this view is expressed e.g. in (Hansson 2008b, 7)). This presupposition, which is part of Hansson’s definition of science and of the corpus concept, ensures that the integrity of science is preserved, and seems conceptually prior to the corpus model. It is this presupposition which apparently leads Hansson to take the most demanding requirement (the highest level of evidence required by epistemic considerations, or theoretical or practical applications) in order to ensure that the integrity of science is preserved. Hansson recognises however that outside science (i.e. in practical applications) false negatives may have ‘much more serious’ consequences (2008b, 7), and therefore are not necessarily to be preferred in this context. This danger is supposed to be avoided by downward non-epistemic adjustments, which should be based on any relevant scientific data which has not yet given rise to scientific publication\(^7\).

However, not everybody agrees that false negatives should systematically be preferred to false positives within science, in other words that error avoidance is preferable to truth attainment. For example according to Parascandola (2010), such a conservative attitude runs counter to science’s aim of increasing knowledge and reducing uncertainty. A strong aversion to risk may lead scientists to the paradoxical position of gathering less evidence (because each new experiment introduces additional risks of inductive error if the investigator uses the new evidence produced to draw new inferences), hence countering science’s aim of understanding the world and getting closer to the truth. According to Parascandola some degree of error is inevitable in science, and as the scientific endeavour progresses, it is normal that the number of false findings increases, but so does the number of true ones. Thus, there is no general rule for deciding which type of error is preferable, sometimes false negatives might be worse than false positives, and trade-offs should be made on a case-by-case basis. However, I think Hansson’s point of view precisely answers Parascandola’s concern about hindering the progress of science: as Hansson claims, accepting false claims (i.e. false positives) would precisely hinder the progress of science by leading it into all sorts of blind alleys.

Consider for example Hansson’s example of a claim that a drug has some undesirable side-effects (2020b, 383). It seems that here a false positive (believing wrongly that the drug has side-effects, with the risk of not using a drug which is in fact safe) would be preferable to a false negative (believing wrongly that the drug has no side-effects, with the risk of using it and putting the patients at risk). But this case does not invalidate Hansson’s general assumption that false negatives are preferable to false positives in science, since what is at stake here is not the acceptance of the hypothesis in the corpus, but a practical decision (made by clinical practitioners, or decision-makers such as medicine agencies). This decision can be made while still avoiding incorporating a false claim into the corpus: in case of doubt about this claim, a downward non-epistemic adjustment can be made (we require less proof for acting as if this claim were true, than we would for accepting it into the corpus), in accordance with the corpus model. This illustrates precautionary approaches like the principle of precaution (according to which ‘where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation’ (UN 1992)) and the principle of primum non nocere (‘first, do not harm’, according to which non-intervention is preferable to intervention if the latter can cause harm to the patient (see Hansson 2020b, 386)). Both principles can be interpreted, in the face of a potential danger (expressed in the form of a claim stating a harm), as a preference for false positives (wrongly accepting this claim) rather than false negatives (wrongly rejecting it). But again, both principles have to do with practical action, not acceptance into the corpus\(^8\).

Nevertheless, there are other cases for which the systematic preference for false negatives over false positives in science (characteristic of scientific conservatism), on which the corpus model is based, might be problematic. Although I think Hansson is essentially right to argue for the intra-scientific preference of false negatives over false positives, here I provide two examples which challenge this general rule (on the theoretical and practical levels respectively).

---

\(^5\) See footnote 29.

\(^6\) The preference for false negatives over false positives is one illustration of core scientific values such as conservatism, cautiousness, restraint, dispassion, skepticism (see e.g. Brysba et al. 2013, 334), who identify under-prediction – rather than over-prediction – as another consequence of such values. The purpose of the present article is not to conceptualise an ethos of science (like e.g. Merton, 1938), but it is safe to say that these values are very consensual in the scientific community.

\(^7\) Hansson insists that such non-epistemic adjustments should nevertheless be based on the same criteria as those for entry into the scientific corpus (namely the same type of evidence should be taken into account, and the same assessment should be made of how strong the evidence is, as for incorporation into the corpus), except regarding the required level of evidence (which can be lower than for regular incorporation into the corpus) (2008a, 145–46).

\(^8\) So that Parascandola’s (2010) (rather confused) use of these principles as illustrative of his claim (that avoiding type I errors in science is not always preferable) is not vindicated, because they do not concern incorporation into the corpus but practical action.
3.3.1 Scientific conservatism can reinforce extra-scientific values detrimental from the epistemic point of view

Lewandowsky et al. (2015) provide a general reflection and a case study of how influence of extra-scientific values (which they deem ‘seepage’), reinforced by intra-scientific values, can threaten the integrity of the scientific corpus. More precisely, they show how the pervasive climate denialism of society to which U.S. climate scientists are continuously exposed (although they do not subscribe to it themselves) can have a detrimental effect on scientific peer-reviewed literature, by: making scientists take seriously an alleged ‘pause’ in global warming, which is in fact neither backed by evidence nor consistent with standard scientific practice; as well as put into doubt, and require a higher level of evidence for, already accepted claims about global warming. Although the case is mainly about detrimental extra-scientific value influence (which in itself does not threaten the corpus model), nevertheless it shows⁵⁹ that intra-scientific values of ‘conservatism’, ‘reticence’ and “erring on the side of least drama” i.e. a tendency to systematic under-predictions (in a reference to Brysse et al. 2013, see below) can strengthen this detrimental influence.

3.3.2 Scientific conservatism can lead to bad societal consequences

Scientific cautiousness and conservatism are the core subject of Brysse et al. (2013) study, which shows that such values can actually lead to under-predictions of key attributes of global warming for policy purposes. More precisely, they show that core scientific values such as ‘caution’, ‘skepticism’, ‘dispassion’, restraint, ‘moderation’, make scientists err on the side of less rather than more alarming predictions, and require higher levels of evidence for surprising, dramatic or alarming conclusions than for conclusions less surprising, less alarming, or more in line with the scientific status quo (a tendency which they dub ‘erring on the side of least drama’ or ‘ESLD’). Such ESLD is documented in assessment reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), as well as NASA press releases, where key attributes of global warming (such as mean temperature change, sea level rise, and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration) are underestimated. It thus has to do with practical applications of the corpus (for policy purposes). Now even if such ESLD is not in principle a threat to the corpus model (which enables to consider directly the available data and ‘bypass’ the scientific corpus through downward non-epistemic adjustments, and therefore enables to take precautionary approaches and avoid practical systematic preference for false negatives over false positives), in practice this is not done in the case of climate change, where IPCC assessment reports precisely represent the basis (as the relevant summary of scientific literature and data) on which policy decisions are to be taken. This case thus illustrates how scientific cautiousness (including systematic preference of false negatives over false positives) can have detrimental social consequences.

3.3.3 Probing the corpus model

These two cases suggest that scientific conservatism (which includes a systematic preference for false negatives over false positives) can have detrimental consequences both on the theoretical and practical levels (for the content of the corpus as well as for its use for policy decisions). Consequently, the core idea, in the corpus model, of systematically taking the maximum requirement (which comes from a systematic intra-scientific preference for false negatives over false positives), is threatened – and so is the corpus model itself, since it cannot be applied systematically and universally. Such counter-examples (and especially the first, less-convincing one, see footnote 59) are clearly not sufficient to discard the model altogether. Nevertheless, they cast doubt on its universal applicability, and call for further studies to better assess this phenomenon and its extent, in order to be able to better assess the relevance of the corpus model itself, and possibly modify it. In particular, we might want to reconsider multiple, application–adjusted corpora instead of one multi-application corpus⁶⁰.

3.4 Beyond the maximum requirement

3.4.1 Can a claim in the corpus still be considered not reliable enough for practical application?

As we have seen, one important idealisation of the corpus model is that it posits a unique, all-purpose scientific corpus, whereas we could imagine several corpora according to the envisaged (theoretical or practical) application. According to Hansson (2018a, 77–78), once a claim has been incorporated in the corpus, it should be apt to any application, otherwise this would contradict the concept of knowledge in general, and of scientific knowledge in particular, as our universal, most reliable knowledge, apt to any application. Hence, Hansson excludes the possibility according to which a claim, once incorporated in the corpus, would still need a higher level of evidence for some specific practical decision (typically, for an application requiring a particularly high level of confidence). In such a case, his model envisions, as we have

⁵⁹ I find this aspect of the paper less convincing and more programmatic (whereas I find the main argument of extra-scientific ‘seepage’ very compelling). On the other hand, Brysse et al. (2013)’s paper is centred on this aspect (intra-scientific values of conservatism and cautiousness) and is very compelling in this respect, but it is about IPCC assessment reports (and not regular peer-reviewed literature).

⁶⁰ If we have to choose a unique, universal rule, then Hansson is probably correct to defend an intra-scientific preference for false negatives over false positives. The question is rather whether we should aim at a universal rule in the first place.
seen, an upward epistemic adjustment corresponding to this higher non-epistemic requirement, and the final entry requirement into the corpus corresponds to this higher non-epistemic requirement.

What is more, according to Hansson (2018a, 79, my translation) such a situation of discrepancy between epistemic and non-epistemic requirements should normally not even happen in scientific practice, since it is ‘anticipated’ by the process of scientific knowledge production, whereby epistemic requirements are raised to the non-epistemic requirements: The corpus is continuously adjusted not only to the needs of scientific research but also to the practical needs which have stricter evidence requirements than the scientific process itself. If such a divergence (between epistemic and non-epistemic requirements) should happen, it would generally be treated through an adjustment of entry conditions into the corpus rather than through special arrangements for the practical decisions in question [i.e. higher non-epistemic than epistemic requirements].’ Here Hansson’s claim seems to be descriptive of scientific practice. As such, it should be able to be empirically confirmed or disconfirmed.

However, it seems prima facie plausible to think of situations for which claims taken to be scientifically established could still be deemed as insufficiently reliable for some specific theoretical or practical application(s). Such a possibility might for example arise in fields requiring especially high safety levels, such as engineering (for instance aeronautical engineering). Or think of a new research program in particle physics or astrophysics requiring to build very expensive equipments (such as particle accelerators or telescopes) on the basis of previous research. For such theoretical or practical applications, we might want to require higher levels of evidence than those commonly accepted in the scientific literature. Although the corpus model is designed to take care of such discrepancies (by raising the epistemic requirement), if in actual practice the corpus is not used as the model envision, a revision of the model may legitimately be envisaged.

### 3.4.2 Theoretical and practical engineering

Before studying some examples in engineering to illustrate the above-described discrepancy situation, it will be helpful to first define engineering itself. Following Hansson (2007b, 2013) (for whom it seems to be implicit), I take (theoretical, or scientific) engineering (or engineering science) to be synonymous with technology (or technological science). It is a ‘science in the large sense’ contributing to the scientific corpus (see my remarks above) (Hansson 2018a, 60–65).

Technological science uses scientific methodology to investigate human-made objects. It must be distinguished from two similar endeavours: (theoretical) natural science, which uses scientific methodology to investigate natural objects; as well as from applied natural science, which uses results from (theoretical) natural science (e.g. available formulas and theories) to investigate human-made objects, among other things61 ((Hansson 2013, 17–18, 22); (Hansson 2007b)). In my opinion, engineering can (conceptually, at least) be divided into:

- theoretical or scientific engineering (or engineering science, or technological science, or technology), which is an applied science (along e.g. medical science) producing knowledge incorporated in the corpus;
- and practical engineering, where in general no new knowledge is created, but rather where the findings of theoretical engineering are used (in other words, it is an application of theoretical engineering).

From an institutional point of view, theoretical engineering is an academic endeavour pursued by researchers (in aeronautical engineering, civil engineering, etc.) in the engineering departments of universities, technological institutes, research centres, etc. By contrast, practical engineering (performed by what we usually call ‘engineers’) typically belongs to the private sphere (industry and services). Of course there is not strict dichotomy: academic departments can have (and indeed do, as illustrated for example by research programmes such as the European Horizon 2020 framework) collaborations with private companies; and research can take place in private companies (in the form of research and development), whose employees can occasionally publish in academic journals. However, in many respects practical engineering resembles more an art or practice than a science – it can be considered an art which has been ‘scientifized’ (Niiniluoto 1993, 11): engineers use scientific results, on-the-shelf software and/or in-house code which they have developed, rules of thumb and their own experience (which can be in the form of either tacit knowledge, practical rule knowledge (see Hansson 2013), or even formalised in quantitative formulas), to design objects and solve practical problems. They do not, as a rule, create new scientific knowledge.

### 3.4.3 Examples

Let us now take Hansson’s (2018a, 76) example of a ski lift whose cable is made of a new stainless steel alloy whose resistance to wear is higher than usual cables. This resistance whose cable is made of a new stainless steel alloy whose resistance to wear is higher than usual cables. This resistance...
not explicitly answer this question (presumably his answer would be affirmative), but instead claims that such a situation should not even happen, because of the continuous adjustment of the scientific corpus described above. It is unclear, however, in which sense this situation should not happen, i.e. how exactly the scientists and theoretical engineers working on this new alloy could and should anticipate its practical applications. It is also unclear how the practical engineers who design the ski lift would use this new knowledge. Finally, it is not certain that the inspection authority would indeed grant the ski lift owner’s request.

Let us take another example, in aeronautical engineering. This is a field which requires high safety levels, where numerical simulations and empirical tests (e.g. bench tests, wind tunnel and flight tests) prior to the certification of new aeronautical systems or designs are mandatory and represent an essential part of the professional practice. This is because the processes studied are usually too complex to allow for a mathematical solution (Hansson 2013, 23), and because simulations and laboratory experiments are in turn never able to fully reproduce real-world conditions, with all their contingency. It seems that no aeronautical engineer would ever accept to skip these tests, because of the high stakes (human lives) and the value of safety which is paramount in aeronautics. On the contrary, aeronautical engineers have a tendency in their practice to add safety margins and/or factors (on this subject, see Möller and Hansson 2008) to those already required by the regulation authorities. Even if practical engineering does not belong to science (where the corpus is produced) but to its application (where it is used), such professional practice can make us interrogate the relevance of the corpus model, putting into question the idea that the corpus is apt to any application. How exactly do such tests relate to the scientific corpus? Here one must distinguish:

- the available scientific knowledge (stemming from theoretical engineering and other sciences) used in practical engineering; for example, the handbook of hydraulic resistance (Idel’čik 1960/1966) used for the design of environmental control systems (ECS) and wing ice protection systems (WIPS) in aeronautical engineering;
- and the ‘knowledge’ or results produced by practical engineering itself, which concern different, new systems or designs (for example, a new environmental control system, or a new wing profile).

Prima facie, the former knowledge, which indeed belongs to the corpus, is relied on and not put into doubt in practical engineering; for example ‘the’ Idel’čik (1960/1966) represents the ‘bible’ of any thermal systems engineer. Only when new systems or designs are created (for example a new ECS or a new wing profile) will tests be carried out. This may lead to test again components (such as pipes, whose hydraulic resistance is provided by the Idel’čik (1960/1966)) whose individual behaviour is known in the literature, but such components will usually not be tested individually (precisely because of this reason), only as parts of a system (whose global behaviour has only been simulated and must be empirically checked). Similarly, the design of a new wing profile will rely on previously accepted scientific knowledge (such as Bernoulli’s equation in fluid dynamics), and only the new profile will be tested. The corpus model therefore seems applicable.

Nevertheless, the use of (multiplicative) safety factors and/or (additive) safety margins in order to create a safety reserve, i.e. a margin between the actual conditions of operation and the conditions which would lead to failure, is ubiquitous in engineering (e.g. Doorn and Hansson 2017). In aeronautical engineering, it is common practice to over-dimension the structure as well as the systems of the aircraft. For example, the cooling capacity of the ECS, or the de-icing capacity of the WIPS, are dimensioned over the worst case scenarios. In civil engineering, safety factors are intended to compensate for five types of failure (e.g. Doorn and Hansson 2017, 95):

(1) higher loads than those foreseen,
(2) worse properties of the material than foreseen,
(3) imperfect theory of the failure mechanism in question,
(4) possibly unknown failure mechanisms, and
(5) human error (e.g., in design).

The first two types of failures are due to aleatory uncertainties (related to the non-deterministic nature of the world) whereas the last three are due to epistemic uncertainties (related to our incomplete or fallible knowledge). The failures #3 and (to a lesser extent) #4, which can be generalised to other engineering fields, are of relevance here, since they illustrate how engineers make use of scientific knowledge, and the trust which they put in it. The fact that engineers use safety factors and/or margins to account for imperfect or incomplete scientific knowledge primarily shows that they do not consider this knowledge as fully reliable for their practical applications, otherwise no safety factor / margin would be necessary (for these types #3 and #4 of failure). In this sense, it could also be seen as a reason to increase the epistemic requirement of the claim(s) in question. On the other hand, the very fact that these safety factors / margins are applied on the basis of existing scientific knowledge shows that engineers nevertheless trust this knowledge to some extent, otherwise it would not
serve as a basis of application of these safety factors / margins in the first place.

In sum, it is not clear whether these two examples illustrate or not the corpus model. Even if the latter is more or less normative and that its non-application is not sufficient to invalidate it, it is also supposed to be an (idealised) description of scientific and engineering practice. Therefore, if it appears not to correspond to this actual practice, appears empirically hard to apply or has too many drawbacks in certain areas of science or engineering, this could be an argument for modifying or abandoning it. One of the main features of the corpus model is indeed that it is (supposed to be) universal, i.e. to apply to all areas of science and technology. More detailed empirical studies would certainly be helpful in order to better assess the actual relevance of the model.

4. Conclusion

In this article I have recalled the origins of Hansson’s corpus model of value influence; presented the model in detail, with its central feature of taking the maximum level of evidence required by the applications of a claim in order for the latter to enter the scientific corpus; presented the limits of the model; shown that it handles well controversial non-epistemic values; and concluded that it is a very good candidate for managing non-epistemic value influence, because contrary to other models in the literature it is fairly simple, it provides a universal rule for dealing with values, and it systematically preserves the epistemic integrity of science. I have then commented on some potential difficulties associated with the model’s central feature of taking the maximum requirement for corpus entry. Firstly, this maximum requirement can be difficult to identify. Secondly, the fact that this maximum requirement is non-optimal with respect to other less demanding requirements is well handled by the model, but it does not completely rule out the relevance of multiple corpora, depending on how the boundaries of the corpus are defined. Thirdly, the model depends on a presupposition of systematic preference for false negatives over false positives within science, which can have detrimental consequences (both within science and outside). Lastly, it is not entirely clear if there can be cases which require higher levels of evidence than this maximum requirement, thereby challenging the model. I have therefore called for further empirical work to assess this latter point.

Indeed, to reason abstractly about a model of value influence, without concrete examples, is difficult (even if such difficulty can be inherent in the work of abstract conceptual theorising), but most importantly it can also become pointless at some stage. Indeed, if we want the corpus model to inform not only the philosophical debate, but also scientists’ and engineers’ practice, and serve as a potential baseline for professional guidelines, we must ensure that it is realistic and can be applied. Even if the corpus model is normative, which means that its non-realisation should theoretically not be a reason for abandoning it, in practice if it appears too far from scientific or engineering practice, unrealistic or unfeasible, it can be a reason for modifying or abandoning it. This is particularly challenging in the case of the corpus model which purports to be universal, regardless of the disciplinary field or practical application.

Therefore, improving the corpus model may benefit from empirical work, which may take the form of case studies, surveys or interviews, in order to help illustrate or revise the model, or inspire a new one (on the role of empirical work for philosophy of science, see (Wagenknecht, Nersessian, and Andersen 2015, 7); (Steel, Gonnerman, and O’Rourke 2017)). It seems reasonable, in order to have a normative stance on something, to first know what that thing concretely is. In order to come up with an operational model, scientists’ and engineers’ own normative views should especially be investigated, in order to explicitly distinguish between cases when scientists allow, or do not allow, non-epistemic values to have an influence (not just case studies showing that scientists are much more influenced by values than what they presumably believe). For example the views of researchers and engineers in aeronautical engineering about the relationship between scientific knowledge, consensus and chosen safety levels, may provide interesting material for potentially improving the corpus model. Case studies investigating scientists’ own normative views are still very rare in the philosophy of science literature (see e.g. Gundersen 2020)\(^{64}\), not to speak of engineers’.

\(^{64}\) Some authors go as far as to say that scientific practice justifies rules of hypothesis acceptance (Hempel 1981, sec. 7): we should not look for a normative, ‘transcendent basis for inductive rules’; rather, ‘their grounding comes in part from their conformance to the practices and presystematic [i.e. intuitive] judgments of scientists they serve to codify and in part from the systematic advantages [the] codification [of such rules] provides.’ (Feleppa 1981, 416)

\(^{65}\) Gundersen’s interviews of climate scientists lead him to recommend a case-by-case framework for articulating the VFI with other normative commitments, i.e. exactly the contrary of the approach promoted here: ‘Instead of seeking to formulate one single general and categorical principle or distinction that prescribes what role non-epistemic values must play in the reasoning of scientific experts, one might consider whether a more promising approach is to lay out a set of principles that scientific experts must interpret and apply in a case-by-case basis in light of the other standards that they face.’ (114) But of course this need not be the case. Common features between different interviewees could also be found, which would illustrate a universal model.
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